[Jan'y, AKTICLE XV. Metropolitan School of Dental Science.
This School was inaugurated onWednesday, October 5th, in the presence of a large number of the medical and dental profession.
Dr. Richardson, the professor of anatomy and physiology, at the request of his colleagues, delivered the inaugural address, which was listened to with marked attention.
We subjoin a verbatim copy.
Inaugural Address. The school is new, and the school is the first of its rkind in this kingdom. The history-books tell us of our forefathers, "that cut off by sea from the rest of the world, they became mariners at first from necessity." It may be, in the future, said of the modern dentists, that cut off by custom from the rest of the scientific world, they made scholars at first from necessity; and I trust it will be added in continuance of the argument, that what originally seemed an inconvenience, turned out in the end so much to their advantage that they are acknowledged by all persons to be the undisputed lords of the science ocean.
Were I, in the remarks I have to make, to follow entirely the bent of my own inclinations, I should try to beguile the hour by addressing myself as a teacher to those exclusively whom we hope to see taking permanent possession of these benches ; not as listeners to a discourse so transitory as this, and spoken at a time when a warm enthusiam prevails; but as calm, hard-working disciples, determined on one point, that nothing which the dominie knows, and is willing to tell, shall be unlearned. I should like, I say, to make this subject-matter apply especially to these ; to point out to them, in so far as my ability may permit, the mental elements required in the course of philosophical labor, the methods of inquiry, the worth of the study, aud the rewards and the happiness resultant.
But inasmuch as I have come here with yet another intention before me, as I stand, for the moment, the representative of those who have projected this school, it is incumbent on me in the first instance to describe, in simple and practical terms, the principles upon which the school is founded, and the character of the teaching which is here to be carried out.
The first intention, then, is to elevate the dental profession, by affording the facilities for a liberal professional education, by asserting, without assumption, the independency of the profession, and by aiming at the establishment of an entire unity, either now or hereafter, amongst its divided brotherhood.
Until within these last few years, dentistry as a particular calling has had no recognition, except if the expression is allowable, in that individualism which has marked it out as a practical science and art, followed by special men since the remote period when Herodotus himself met its practitioners in the Egyptian cities. All else has congregated itself, and claimed recognition ; the priest has his order, the barrister his temple, the physician his college, and the merchant his guild. The In marking out the educational system of the "Metropolitan School of Dental Science," all the strength of this argument has been admitted, and it has been arranged that the three above named departments of science shall stand as the basis of the educational plan.
At the same time a more extended idea of the scientific endowments of the dental profession has been taken. It is assumed that the practitioner in dentistry, engaged in a pursuit that fills up his working hours in special scientific labor, is in a position, without any trespass on other practical pursuits, to devote a learned leisure to the pursuance of those higher branches of science which, unconnected mainly with the bread-earning duties, raise man above the drudgeries of life, and proclaim in demonstrative terms that in his full attributes?derived from a contemplation of the higher branches of natural knowledge?each man partakes of that divinity which once everywhere and even now in barbarous nations is allowed only to enshrine the person of the king. It is assumed that the dental profession has the means, as the will, to pursue in quiet moments these greater problems of the universe ; and it is believed, as indeed it has been shown, that the members of this profession are never themselves so elevated, or their profession through them, as when they take a prominent position in these nobler studies, or sit, as one of them (Professor Bell) now most honorably does, in presidential rule over the followers of a philosophical sect. With these feelings, then, the scope of the school has been enlarged beyond the mere necessaries. There are added to it three distinct studies, which will give the Attic salt to the edibles, will render labor more pleasant, and will open the intelligent mind to thoughts and acts which the longest lifetime enjoys but [Jan'y, too briefly. And this leads me to enter in some detail into the subjects which are really to be taught.
We take anatomy then, as the first and basic subject, and in so far as time will permit, we shall make every effort to give to this department its due importance. Practical instruction must here of necessity be the secret of success to the teacher, and practical learning for the taught. The student will find in this pursuit the simplest and most satisfactory part of his studies. In this all is straightforward sailing. The acceptance into the volume of the brain of natural records, freed from speculation, and acquired with mathematical precision.
To To give another and more practical meaning to anatomy and physiology, we shall blend with it, incidentally, a third subject, pathology, or the study of disease. It will be obvious that in this direction our attention must be confined chiefly to the pathology of the organs of mastication; but enough will also be supplied to guide the learner to a knowledge of the general and more useful principles of this science.
The second division of our educational scheme is entitled dental surgery. In this department the teacher will ask attention to those practical daily duties upon which the science, as a science, mainly rests. There will here be introduced the history of surgical manipulations on the dental organs; the symptoms, course, and results of dental disease. There is now extant in science a class of men by whom science herself is stripped, and by whose clamor she is shaken to her centre.
This class of men, having in themselves no ardent love for nature, having no true ambition, having neither courage nor industry for personal work, and having no method in their lives, seek notoriety, seek position, by systematically lying in wait to entrap and crush independent labor and individual exertion. With the least pretension to be the critics' work these become the critics of the day, and as they learn the arts of supplanting logic by plausibilty, and fact by perversion of it, they gain unquestionably a temporary influence, which brings to the true and honest heart the most embarrassing of all difficulties. You will meet these difficulties best by avoiding all entanglement with them. By yourselves never assuming the position of arbitrator ; and by treating every critical word against your own well-intentioned and, to your best ability, truthful work, in one unanswerable argument?absolute silence.
I might, perchance, extend these observations as to the mode and advancement of learning ; but if in that which has preceded the four cardinal principles?self-reliance, solidity, gradation, and concord?have been enforced with any success, the rest or the sequential may well wait.
It remains now for me but to point out the rewards which follow the pursuits of natural and professional knowledge. 
